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Last or family name:
First or Given name:
Date of birth (dd/mm/yy):
Past and present studies: Write a short presentation of your previous and current studies, including
fields and/or areas of specialization.
Please explain why you decided to study in your current university and in your field of studies and/or
specialization (150 words approx.)

Your professional goals: State clearly your professional objectives.
For what type of job do you hope to prepare yourself? Which industrial or economical sector do you plan to
work in? Your professional goals must be consistent with your education and the career you intend to
undertake. Please mention if you have already done internships or had projects linked with these professional
goals, or if you have had some contacts with firms.
For those whose professional goal is research: the scholarships are mainly dedicated to students interested in
careers in industrial companies (not in research). As a consequence, your letter should be orientated towards
working in companies/industrial companies/engineering. Even if it is not your current career plan, please write
a letter in that orientation. We will of course not take this SoP into account when you choose your
specialization at Telecom ParisTech (300 words approx.)
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Your educational plans: Why did you choose to study in France, and more specifically at Telecom
Paris, and not anywhere else?
Why do you choose to study in France over any other country? The reasons you will give must be linked with
your education plan and your professional goals. You will describe why you are attracted by Telecom Paris
especially. Please also mention: if there is a partnership agreement between your university and
Telecom Paris (general agreement, double degree agreement…), and how you have come to know
Telecom Paris (presentation in your university, from a professor, from alumni…). Please, explain in particular
what in Telecom Paris’s curriculum is most appealing to you (300 words approx.)

Conclusion: Please sum up your motivation for studying at Telecom Paris.
Please explain how Telecom Paris’s curriculum and your previous experience and studies could be the
perfect equation for you (100 words)

